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March 3, 2020 
 
 
 
Mr. Terry Zerwas 
St. Michael-Albertville Schools, ISD #885 
11343 50th Street NE 
Albertville, MN 55301 
 
 
RE: Community Education – Physical Education Office  

Continuous Radon Monitoring Results 
 IEA Project #201911211 
 
 
Dear Mr. Zerwas: 
 
IEA used a continuous radon monitor (CRM) to measure radon levels in the Community Education - 
Physical Education Office.  The purpose of the monitoring was to determine whether radon levels were 
within an acceptable range during typical work hours.   
 
The CRM was placed by the following certified radon measurement professional. 
 

Kennedy Peterson Certification Number: RMEA-00046  
 
The room is currently used for storage and is unoccupied. The room was tested because it was being 
labeled an “office”.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have 
established a recommended action level in frequently occupied areas of 4.0 picoCuries per liter (pCi/L) 
for an annual average.  The average radon level over each workday was compared to the Action Level.   
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Short-term radon testing, conducted on January 14, 2020, to January 17, 2020, indicated a radon level 
slightly below the EPA-and MDH-recommended Action Level.  The MDH’s Best Practices for Radon 
Measurement in Minnesota Schools and Commercial Buildings recommends follow-up testing in areas 
where initial testing results are at or above the action level in accordance with ANSI/AARST ‘Protocol 
for Conducting Measurements of Radon and Radon Decay Products in Schools and Large Buildings’ 
(ANSI/AARST MALB 2014).  A CRM is recommended to determine if elevated levels are present during 
occupied times.  Radon levels can fluctuate with the operation of the ventilation system as well as with 
changes in barometric pressure.  The CRM provides hourly radon readings so that levels can be evaluated 
for periods while the room is occupied.   
 
A Radalink, Inc. RADALINK Series 6000 Radon Telemonitor was used for the testing, which is provided 
and maintained by Radalink, Inc., MDH license #RL-00009, located at 5599 Peachtree Road,  
Atlanta, GA 30341.  
 
 
EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 
The MDH and the EPA have established a recommended action level in frequently occupied areas  
of 4.0 picocuries per liter (pCi/L) for an annual average. Testing was conducted during school days when 
the building is significantly occupied.  Testing was conducted during the heating season when the average 
outdoor temperature is less than 65°F, as recommended by the MDH, when the ventilation system was 
operating normally, and windows and doors were closed.  Consequently, sampling under these “closed” 
conditions is when the radon risk is most likely to occur. The MDH recommends follow-up testing for 
sampling results that are above the action level.  Please refer to the following table for MDH guidelines:  
 

RESULTS (pCi/L) RECOMMENDED ACTION 
LESS THAN 4 Re-test after changes to foundation or HVAC and every 5 years   
GREATER THAN 4 Conduct CRM short-term testing during winter months 

LESS THAN 4 (DURING OCCUPANCY) 
AFTER CRM TESTING 

Repeat CRM testing if not conducted during winter or if 
conducted during abnormal ventilation.  Otherwise consider re-
testing after changes to foundation or HVAC and every 5 years   

GREATER THAN 4 (DURING 
OCCUPANCY) AFTER CRM TESTING 

Reduce radon in rooms to less than 4 through radon mitigation.  
Conduct CRM testing to verify radon reduction.   

 
 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 
From February 25, 2020, to February 28, 2020, continuous radon monitoring was conducted in the 
Community Education – Physical Education Office.  A CRM was placed in this room for about 72 hours.  
The MDH recommends a minimum of 48 hours.  Days when the room was not occupied (e.g., weekends 
& holidays) were not included in the monitoring.  The hourly CRM data is provided in Appendix A.   
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A summary of the CRM data, including previous results, is provided in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Community Education  
60 Central Ave W 
St. Michael, MN 55376 
 
Continuous Radon Monitoring Results  

Date Range Room / 
Location 

Day 1 
Range/(Ave.) 

(pCi/L) 

Day 2 
Range/(Ave.) 

(pCi/L) 

Day 3 
Range/(Ave.) 

(pCi/L) 

Overall 
Average 
(pCi/L) 

  
 Results from the 

Previous Testing 
(pCi/L) 

2/25 – 2/28 Phy Ed Office 10.59 20.80 0.67 1.33 0.89 1.32 0.72 1.15 3.6  
1 Readings during occupied times:  7 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
2 Readings during unoccupied times:  12 a.m. to 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. to 11:59 p.m. 

  

pCi/L – picoCuries per liter of air 

 
Discussion of Results: 
• Average radon levels over the workday in the Community Education – Physical Education Office 

were 0.59 pCi/L on the first day of testing, 0.67 pCi/L on the second day of testing, and 0.89 pCi/L on 
the third day of testing.  

• Average radon levels in the Community Education – Physical Education Office were below the 
Action Level during the workdays.   

 
 

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The results of the CRM indicate that radon levels in the Community Education – Physical Education 
Office were below the action level during the workday. The testing was performed during the winter 
season so the testing may be representative of “worst case” conditions. 
 
The EPA has established recommended guidelines for permissible radon concentrations in schools.  The 
following are general recommendations for frequently occupied areas of schools: 
· Retest the building at least every 5 years and in conjunction with any sale of a building. 
· In addition, be certain to test again when any of the following circumstances occur: 

- A new addition is constructed, or a significant renovation occurs. 
- A ground contact area not previously tested is occupied. 
- Heating or cooling systems are significantly altered resulting in changes to air pressures or 

distribution. 
- Ventilation is significantly altered by extensive weatherization, changes to mechanical systems or 

comparable procedures. 
- Significant openings to soil occur due to:  

▪ Ground water or slab surface water control systems (e.g., sumps, perimeter drain tile, 
shower/tub retrofits, etc.) 

▪ Natural settlement causing major cracks to develop 
▪ Earthquakes, construction blasting, or formation of sink holes nearby 
▪ A mitigation system is altered, modified or repaired. 

 
· Rooms should be retested during the winter heating season (i.e. under “closed” conditions) which is 

typically “worst case” conditions. 
· Per Minnesota Statutes, section 123B.571, school districts are required to report radon test results at a 

school board meeting and report results to the MDH.  IEA is able to assist with presenting results to 
the school board, and the MDH reporting.  The MDH ‘School Radon Testing Form’ is located in  
Appendix B. 
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For more information regarding radon, see the EPA’s A Citizen’s Guide to Radon at 
http://www.epa.gov/radon.  MDH can be contacted at health.indoorair@state.mn.us or 651-201-4601. 
 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
The analysis and opinions expressed in this report are based upon data obtained from continuous radon 
monitoring at the St. Michael-Albertville Community Education building and are representative of the 
location and time period sampled.  This report does not reflect variations in conditions that may occur 
across the site, property, or facility.  Actual conditions may vary and may not become evident without 
further assessment. 
 
The report is prepared for the exclusive use of our client for specific application to the project discussed 
and has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted radon testing practices.  Other than as 
provided in the preceding sentence and in our proposal #8573 dated November 5, 2019, regarding radon 
testing services at district locations, including the General Conditions attached thereto, no warranties are 
extended or made.   
 
IEA appreciates the opportunity to submit this analysis to St. Michael-Albertville Schools, ISD #885.   
 
Should you require additional radon testing or have any questions regarding radon or any other health- or 
safety-related concerns, please do not hesitate to contact our office. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
IEA, Inc. 
 
 
 
 
Daniel Holcomb 
EHS Account Manager 
EHS Division 
 
DH/khb  03032020 
 
Enc.
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Appendix A 
 

Continuous Radon Monitor Hourly Data,  
Maps, and Weather Report 



Radon Placement Checklist 

IEA, Inc. 

Building St Michael-Albertville 
Community Center  

Placement Date 02-25-2020 

Detector Type CRM Placement Time 08:27 AM (-6 GMT) 

The Building Manager is asked about crawlspace vents, blocked air intakes, and current ventilation issues. Any 
observations of temporary conditions that could affect the radon tests are noted below under “Other.” 
Obtain measurement device(s) for site to be tested and record each test device serial number. Yes 
Required test conditions were observed when the measurement device was deployed. Test under 
 normal occupied temperature (65 to 80 degrees F). Yes 
Record start time, date, and location for the test device. Yes 
Place in an area where the device is least likely to be tampered with. Yes 
At the test location per device instructions, open the test device or start the CRM. Yes 
Each occupied room at or below ground level must be tested in school buildings. Yes 
If the ground-contacted area of the test location is greater than 2,000 sq. ft., an additional test 
 device(s) was placed. Yes 
Do not place the test device in drafts from heating or air conditioning vents or fans. Yes 
Do not place the test device in unoccupied areas, or in high humidity areas. Yes 
Either place the measurement device on a stable surface (but not on a stone surface) or, if called for 
 in the device instructions, hang the device(s) at normal breathing level. Yes 
Do not place the test device on or near heat sources nor in direct sunlight. Yes 
Place the test device at least 20 inches above the floor or, if the device is to be suspended, about 6 
 feet above the floor but a minimum of 12 inches below the ceiling. Yes 
Place the test device at least 3 feet from windows or exterior doors and a minimum of 12 inches 
 from an exterior wall. Yes 
Place the test device at least 4 inches from other objects. Yes 
Operating conditions represent the greatest amount of significantly occupied time. Yes 
Building is occupied:    Year Round 
Devices are not placed when severe weather conditions are expected according to the National 
 Weather Service. N/A 
Closed building conditions were in placed a minimum of 12 hours before the radon test began. N/A 
Do operating conditions emphasize when clear characterization of radon hazard is most likely? Yes 
Descriptions of conditions and possible effects that might warrant repeating the test and 
 recommended timetable for repeating the test: Yes  
Rooms that should have been tested, but were not and why:  
Rooms that were tested but are not expected to be occupiable:  
Rooms that were tested that could be occupied with minor renovation:  
Rooms that were tested that were vacant during test period:  
Any additional 
considerations:  

Signature  
 

 



Radon Retrieval Checklist 

IEA, Inc. 

Building St Michael Community 
Education Center  

Address 60 Central Avenue W 
St Michael MN 55376 

Retrieval Date 02-28-2020 

Retrieval Time 08:35 AM (-6 GMT) Detector Type  
 

CRM 

Retrieve and reseal the measurement device and record 
stop time and date on the test device and/or COC. Yes 

When the measurement device was retrieved were 
required test conditions observed? Yes  

Note any changes in the detector placement.  

Notes  

Return the measurement device(s) to the analytical laboratory as soon as practical. Activated charcoal adsorption 
devices must be mailed to the analytical laboratory within 48 hours. 

Signature  
  















You're signed in as a 
subscriber to our 
Customized Weather 

History; if you're on a shared computer, please logout when you're done.

You can search for weather history in two ways:

• Range of Dates search allows you to search for a consecutive range of dates and is good if you want to know day by day history for a certain 
period of time, like "January 1 to January 15, 2008".

• Same Dates Over a Range of Years is good when you have a specific time of year–perhaps your wedding day, or a summer vacation, or 
harvest time–and you want to search for the weather over multiple years for just those dates. For example, "August 1 to 5 every year from 
1970 to 1980."

Location *
55376

ZIP/Postal Code or City,State

TEMPERATURE LOW AVERAGE HIGH

Minimum Daily
Data for 4 days.

Download raw data

10.4°F
(Feb 27, 2020)

15.0°F
23.9°F

(Feb 25, 2020)

Average Daily
Data for 4 days.

Download raw data

17.7°F
(Feb 27, 2020)

22.6°F
30.6°F

(Feb 25, 2020)

Range of Dates

To search a consecutive range of dates, select a start and end date.
Month 
Feb 

Day 
25 

Year 
2020 

to

Month 
Feb 

Day 
28 

Year 
2020 

Latest data available: March 1, 2020.

GO: Search by Range of Dates

Same Dates Over a Range of Years
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Maximum Daily
Data for 4 days.

Download raw data

23.0°F
(Feb 27, 2020)

29.8°F
38.1°F

(Feb 25, 2020)

PRECIPITATION LOW AVERAGE HIGH

Total Daily
Data for 1 days.

Download raw data

0.00 IN
(Feb 25, 2020)

0.00 IN
0.00 IN

(Feb 25, 2020)

Note: Total Daily Precipitation is not reported by all stations on all days and there are situations where a value is not reported here, but an Occurrence of rain or snow is noted below, 

or vice versa.

Average Dew Point
Data for 4 days.

Download raw data

7.7°F
(Feb 28, 2020)

12.2°F
18.1°F

(Feb 25, 2020)

Average Visibility
Data for 4 days.

Download raw data

10.0 MI
(Feb 25, 2020)

10.0 MI
10.0 MI

(Feb 25, 2020)

Snow Depth
Data not available.

n/a n/a n/a

Note: Snow Depth is not reported by all stations on all days and there are situations where there was actually snow on the ground, but this value is not reported. Note carefully the 

number of days for which this value is reported.

WIND LOW AVERAGE HIGH
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Average Daily
Data not available.

n/a n/a n/a

Maximum Daily
Data not available.

n/a n/a n/a

Maximum Daily Gust
Data not available.

n/a n/a n/a

PRESSURE LOW AVERAGE HIGH

Sea Level Pressure
Data not available.

n/a n/a n/a

OCCURRENCES DAYS PERCENTAGE

Fog 0 of 4 0%

Rain 0 of 4 0%

Snow 3 of 4 75%

Hail 0 of 4 0%

Thunder 0 of 4 0%

Tornado 0 of 4 0%

Note: Not all occurrence of all weather events are reported for all stations. There are situations, for example, where an Occurrence of rain will be reported, but no Total Daily 

Precipitation logged.
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Appendix B 
 

MDH Reporting Form 






